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MNG’s Evolving Newsletter Strategy

September 21, 2021

Dan Petty, Director of Audience and Engagement, MediaNews Group
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• Parent company of more than 100 publications in nine states, 
including The Denver Post, Orange County Register, San Jose 
Mercury News, Boston Herald and St. Paul Pioneer Press

• Average monthly reach of 31 million unique users and 150 
million pageviews, according to comScore

• In early 2018, we began to aggressively focus on growing our 
digital subscription business

• In early 2020, examined our disparate newsletter efforts, 
standardized templates, optimized ad maps, consolidated to a 
single email ad vendor (LiveIntent), improved processes for 
sending newsletters to prove that we could grow digital 
subscriptions, advertising revenue, and audience together
• Newsletter writing handled by sites, but corporate 

supports with technology, strategy, analytics and tactics
• Recently added a newsletter strategist to audience team

• Results: Subscriptions are growing quickly, newsletter ad 
revenue is a material portion of our overall programmatic ad 
revenue, and while the overall email audience is small, email 
users are 3-5X more likely to become digital subscribers

About MediaNews Group and Its Strategy
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277
Number of Newsletters Sent 

Across MediaNews Group

Newsletters at MNG By The Numbers

150%
YTD Growth in Unique 

Newsletter Subscribers Since 
Mid-2020

80%
Growth in Newsletter PV 
Referrals fiscal YTD vs. PY

75%
Growth in Newsletter User 
Referrals fiscal YTD vs. PY

11%
Percent of print starts in 

which the subscriber receives 
an email newsletter

• Total and unique email newsletter subscribers have grown through a combination of 
on-site modals, paid marketing through Facebook, and registration walls

• Earlier this year, launched more aggressive registration walls on web and in mobile 
apps to grow newsletter subscriptions and improve digital subscription acquisition

56%
Percent of digital starts in 

which the subscriber receives 
an email newsletter
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Newsletter User Referrals Are Increasing
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Newsletter Click Referrals Up Since COVID-19 (and Held)
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Newsletter Programmatic Ad Revenue Growing
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• Fully automated list with no curation by the 
newsroom, using feeds and an internally built tool

• 18% of editorial newsletter audience 

AUTOMATED

Leverage Four Newsletter Types Across MNG

CURATED

HANDWRITTEN/MANUAL

ALERTS/BREAKING NEWS

• Allows newsrooms to write a short introduction that 
then allows them to change the order of stories

• 43% of editorial newsletter audience 

• Newsrooms hand-write the newsletter in our internal 
tool, linking to stories, adding photos, content blocks

• 24% of newsletter audience, but only a few newsletters

• Emails for breaking news and special projects

• 16% of editorial newsletter audience
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Email Makes Up a Large Percentage of Conversions

16%

18%

30%

14%

6%

16%

Subscription Conversions

Newsletters Other Email Search

Direct Social Other

5%

37%

26%

13%

19%

Sessions

Newsletters Search Direct Social Other

• Newsletter email is a very small overall percentage of our audience referrals at 5%, but it makes up 
16% of conversions. Email overall (including marketing) makes up about 34% of conversions.

• Search drives high audience and good conversions (a sizeable chunk of this from AMP pages)

• Social drives some audience, but it’s among the worst at converting subscribers
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Rely on Testing to Examine the Impact of Changes in Strategy

• Testing engagement for one vs. two 
ad positions in breaking news alerts
• Limit size of ad position at the 

top to ensure the content isn’t 
pushed down too dramatically

• 2nd ad position after links
• Testing button designs for “Read 

More” links to drive more clicks

• Having a CTA resulted in a 
statistically significant 
difference in total clicks

• Then tested whether a button 
or a link was more powerful

• Decided to use links because we 
saw slightly better 
performance, and it also 
allowed us to add several more 
stories in each newsletter 
before cutoff
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Key Tactics to Grow Email Newsletter Lists

• Leverage registration walls to quickly identify users

• Opt them in to at least one newsletter (and be transparent 
about it), but also consider opting in users into a morning 
and evening newsletter

• Automated Lists, Used Strategically, Are Valuable

• 4 of top 10 newsletters at MNG are fully automated

• Use paid marketing through Facebook lead generation ads

• Quantify the value of an email to know whether the CLV is
larger than acquisition costs

• Cross-promote newsletters to get more value out of your lists

• MNG focusing on how we can effectively get more 
engagement from existing newsletter opt-ins

• Test sending email marketing messages to non-active 
subscribers to see whether they want to opt in to a 
different newsletter

• Combining interests from our desktop push notifications
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Email Newsletter Metrics Balance Volume and Performance

Email Newsletter Metrics

Unique Opt-Ins

Gross Opt-Ins

Delivered Per Opt-In

Opens Per Opt-In

Clicks Per Opt-In

Delivered

Opens

Clicks

Click to Open Rate (CTOR%)

Open Rate

Opens Ad Revenue

Clicks Ad Revenue

Total Ad Revenue

% Digital Start with Newsletter

% Print Start with Newsletter

% Unique Opt-Ins with Paid Subscription

• Important to grow your overall size of lists, number 
of opens, sends and more, but you need to measure 
how well these lists are performing

• How many clicks are you generating per opt-in? How 
many opens per opt-in?

• If you’re adding lots of new opt-ins but you’re seeing 
diminished performance ratios, you may need to opt-
out non-engaged users

• Break down these metrics for newsletter type as 
well to measure overall performance

• Alerts will be different from automated or manually 
written newsletters

• As impacts of iOS 15 become more apparent, we 
expect opens to become less reliable over time and 
will focus on unique opt-ins, clicks and the ratio of 
clicks per clicker, clicks per opt-in and similar ratios to 
watch our list health

• Currently working with newsrooms to set 
performance metrics on newsletters
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Breaking News Alerts Drive Repeat Engagement

• Worked in the last year to expand breaking news alerts across 
the company to drive more engagement
• Channeled paid campaigns to list growth and promoted 

more on sites with modals

• Define “breaking news” broadly, especially for smaller 
publications that may not have metro-area breaking news

• Standardized templates, leveraged an internally built tool to 
take the time spent from 12 minutes to send an alert to 2 
minutes, an 83% improvement in efficiency
• Copy and paste the URL of the story, which pulls in the 

headline, excerpt and photo

• Added the ability to include related links to archive stories 
or stories related to the same event

• Each cluster of publications tries to send at least one per 
day, sometimes the big story of the day

• Next steps: Focusing on being able to send breaking news 
alerts directly from the Content Management System 
(WordPress VIP)
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Anyword Propels Newsletter List Growth

• Target stories through 
our branded Facebook 
pages to those who are 
fans of the page or 
lookalike audiences who 
might be interested in 
content from our pages

• Users who click on the 
story are invited to read 
the first few paragraphs 
and then must submit 
their email, first and last 
name, which signs them 
up for a newsletter

• Carefully track the 
amount we spend vs. 
how well these leads 
convert into subscribers 
using our customer 
lifetime value metrics
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Key Takeaways

• Test … test … test … and then test some more
• Don’t rely on your hunches. They’re often wrong! Even things you 

think may be settled (button design), consider testing
• Be sure you’re measuring what matters

• Consider not just a list’s overall size, sends and clicks, but is a 
newsletter’s performance per opt-in and per-open also growing?

• It’s not all about list growth
• Get more out of your existing lists by cross-promoting, enhancing 

your sign-up pages

• Beyond your on-site email prompts, leverage registration walls and paid 
marketing to capture additional email addresses
• Always make sure the return on spend (based on customer lifetime 

value) makes the investment worth it
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Questions and Contact Information

Dan Petty
Director of Audience Development and Engagement
MediaNews Group

Email: dpetty@medianewsgroup.com
Twitter: @danielpetty
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/danielspetty/


